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Errata 
p.23 The quotation is not a quotation and should not have indention and 
should not have any quotations marks. The last sentence of the 
paragraph should be: Only to run a business is not enough (Lindén 
Ivarsson, 2008, 80-82). 
p.26 First sentence of the page should be: It creates a connection with 
the ”in-fans and ill-bred, intolerable in the child, the possessed, the 
madman or the sick – a lack of “good manners,” like the howling of the 
baby”(Certeau, 148). 
p.29 First sentence of last paragraph should be: I have found this 
focus on presence in another example of artistic research, in the 
dissertation: Lak-ka-pid-lak-ka-perd: contemporary urban conditions 
with special reference to thai homosexuality by Sopawan Boonnimitra, 
publicly defended at the Malmö Academy of Performing Art, at the 
University of Lund, Sweden in 2006. 
p.35 In the chapter Status Modification as a filter of Maintaining 
Animated Artistic Processes the word “status modification” should be 
without single quotation marks. 
p.38 The fifth sentence of the third paragraph should be: The graphic 
design becomes part of the result, in that I am ‘performing’ my art 
works in this book, but also part of a continuous artistic work 
process. 
p.61 The last sentence of the first paragraph should be: The stricter 
physical division of women by class made it harder to initiate a 
process of modernization similar to the one that men had experienced, a 
process, which, in turn, would also have reflected on the dress and 
appearance of women. 
p.66 First word of the first sentence of the third paragraph: Haley 
Newman should be Hayley Newman 
p.98-99 The paragraph that starts with The over used adjective... and 
ends with...can only be guessed at (Wilson, 86) is a quotation and 
should have indention. The last words of the paragraph should be: can 
only be guessed at. (Wilson, 86) 
p.141 The first sentence of the third paragraph: new should be new 
p.152 The first sentence of the second paragraphs: the word dialectical 
should be replaced by the word opposite 
p.160 Title of reference 26. should be 07 07 22 
p.163 The title Bodies That Matter Butler: On the Discursive Limits of 
“sex” should be Bodies That Matter: On the Discursive Limits of “sex” 
p.168 The author’s name Newman, Haley should be Newman, Hayley 


